
EDR as a Service –
EDRaaS

EDRaaS with Microsoft Defender – a cloud-based 

security service that provides organizations with the 

capability to detect, investigate, and respond to 

cybersecurity threats on their endpoints 
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Automatically protect an 

endpoint devices and IT assets 

against cyberthreats

EDRaaS offers several benefits to organizations, 

including improved threat detection, faster incident 

response times, reduced reliance on internal security 

infrastructure, and access to the expertise of security 

professionals who manage the service. It can be 

particularly useful for organizations with limited 

security resources or those seeking to enhance their 

existing security posture.

With Microsoft Defender and TIVIT’s specialized 

team of cybersecurity experts can offer the best 

service and respond to threats and attacks.

1.Endpoints with Defender for Endpoint - Defender for Endpoint is a unified endpoint platform for 

preventative protection, post-breach detection, automated investigation, and response.

2.Assets with Defender Vulnerability Management - Microsoft Defender Vulnerability Management 

delivers continuous asset visibility, intelligent risk-based assessments, and built-in remediation tools 

to help your security and IT teams prioritize and address critical vulnerabilities and misconfigurations 

across your organization.

3.Email and collaboration with Defender for Office 365 - Defender for Office 365 safeguards your 

organization against malicious threats posed by email messages, links (URLs) and collaboration tools.

4.Identities with Defender for Identity and Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Identity Protection -

Microsoft Defender for Identity is a cloud-based security solution that leverages your on-premises 

Active Directory signals to identify, detect, and investigate advanced threats, compromised identities, 

and malicious insider actions directed at your organization. Azure AD Identity Protection uses the 

learnings Microsoft has acquired from their position in organizations with Azure AD, the consumer 

space with Microsoft Accounts, and in gaming with Xbox to protect your users.

5.Applications with Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps - Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps is a 

comprehensive cross-SaaS solution bringing deep visibility, strong data controls, and enhanced threat 

protection to your cloud apps.

EDRaaS



Why is TIVIT the ideal partner?

End-to-end

End-to-end approach 
through the integrated 
governance of hybrid 

environments, from the 
infrastructure to the 

application itself.

Agile Model

Acting in the agile model 
through squads with 

proactive and preventive 
scope of work at the same 

time.

Security & 
Compliance

Access control, password 
vault, secure storage and 

governance

TIVIT's managed services comprise solutions for all Azure IaaS and PaaS 

services such as core operating system services, middleware, database and 

landing zones.

Integrated 
management

Integrated Management of 
core services, advanced 

management and 
provisioning.

Continuous 
Improvement

Recurring updates several 
layers: infrastructure, 
operations, financial 

(FinOPs) and architecture 
(TAM).



More information:

PDM: Sandra Speyer - sandra.speyer@tivit.com 

BDM: Ednilson Germano - ednilson.germano@tivit.com
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